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Introduction
St Francis Xavier’s Church is a building whose stylistic and planning roots can be
traced to the ideals and impact of the Englishman John Bede Polding OSB, first
Catholic Archbishop of Sydney, and of the great English early-Victorian architect,
designer and theorist Augustus Welby Northmore Pugin (1812–1852).

St Francis Xavier’s from the north-west, June 2006 (Image: Brian Andrews)
John Bede Polding OSB (1794–1877), a Benedictine monk, formerly of Downside
Priory, Somerset, was the pioneering Catholic bishop in Australia and, from 1842,
Archbishop of Sydney and founder of the Australian Catholic hierarchy. His attitude
towards church architecture and furnishing, allied to his belief in the importance of
beauty, dignity and reverence in the setting and performance of the liturgy, was
quintessentially Benedictine.1 This attitude can be seen in his choice of the
fashionable Bath architect Henry Edmund Goodridge to furnish the plans for small
churches that he brought out to Australia in 1835.2 Goodridge had previously
designed Gothick monastic buildings for Downside, a project in which Polding had
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Benedictine monastic houses throughout history have been distinguished in this regard. St Benedict,
in his sixth-century Rule, enjoined his monks when intoning the psalms and antiphons to do so ‘with
humility, gravity and reverence’. (Justin McCann (ed. & tr.), The Rule of Saint Benedict, Burns, Oates
& Washbourne, London, 1952, p. 109.)
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Eleanor Joan Kerr, Designing a Colonial Church: Church building in New South Wales 1788–1888,
PhD, University of York, Institute of Advanced Architectural Studies, 1977, vol. 1, pp. 151–63.
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been involved.3
Polding’s consistent motivation for seeking only the best for his churches was well
captured by his Vicar-General, Henry Gregory Gregory OSB, in a c.1850 report to the
Sacred Congregation of Propaganda,4 when he wrote:
As regards the style of [church] building also, we may without boasting
congratulate ourselves. The Archbishop has expended considerable pains and
anxiety on this point; not only because churches built with propriety and good
taste, formed upon, though with no servile adherence to models of
acknowledged authority, are eventually the cheapest, but because in a new
community unhappily but too much engrossed in material pursuits, it is of no
inconsiderable importance, in its due place, to present even to men’s senses,
the forms and suggestions of other beauties and more lasting interests.5

In June 1841 Polding landed in England on his first trip home from Australia. Pugin
was riding the crest of a wave of approbation, building churches with stunning
interiors filled with colour and imagery the likes of which had not been seen since the
Reformation. Polding was to experience this bold assertion of the power and
magnetism of emancipated English Catholicism within days of his arrival when he
attended the dedication of Pugin’s St Chad’s Cathedral, Birmingham, on 20 June in
the company of a great gathering of prelates. The conviction of its architecture, the
glowing colour of its painted and stencilled surfaces, its genuine medieval pulpit,
statues and fittings, its splendid stone altar and reredos under an elaborate canopy and
especially the glorious rood screen would have stood in stark contrast to Goodridge’s
romantic sham at Downside which had been his former inspiration and to the feeble
boxes of local architects in Sydney. Polding would have another opportunity to
admire this radical new building when, on 27 October 1842, he consecrated Robert
William Willson there as first Bishop of Hobart Town. Doubtless Willson would have
told Polding of the great church of St Barnabas, the largest Catholic church in
England since the Reformation, which he was in the course of building to Pugin’s
designs in Nottingham.
But perhaps the greatest stimulus for Polding to approach Pugin seeking designs for
Australian buildings would have come from contact with his brethren at his old home
Downside Priory. The community was in possession of a marvellous design prepared
by Pugin for a vast new monastery in the Early English style on a scale surpassing a
great many English medieval abbeys. The monastic buildings were arranged around
four large courtyards and included a huge cruciform church with a trinity of spires.
Surely, the psychological impact of Pugin’s visionary scheme on the Downside
monks and on Polding must have been immense.
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These and other ecclesiastical buildings designed by Goodridge were in an idiom termed ‘Gothick’,
denoting a superficial application of Gothic elements and details without the framework of
archaeological and ecclesiological understanding of medieval churches that would be later successfully
championed by Pugin.
4
The then Roman Congregation that directed and promoted the Catholic faith in missionary territories
throughout the world. Australia was at that time deemed to be a missionary territory.
5
Henry Norbert Birt, Benedictine Pioneers in Australia, 2 vols, Herbert & Daniel, London, 1911, vol.
II, p. 172.
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On 10 December 1842, a month after Polding set sail from Liverpool, Pugin’s diary
recorded delivery of drawings for Sydney to Fr Thomas Paulinus Heptonstall OSB,
Polding’s London agent.6
Pugin’s 1842 package of designs for Archbishop Polding included: a temporary freestanding bell tower for St Mary’s Cathedral, Sydney, along with major extensions
destined ultimately to replace that ungainly Gothick building; a school; and at least
five designs for churches ranging in size and elaboration from small two-compartment
buildings with nave areas less than 93 square metres to a spired triple-gabled structure
with a nave and aisles area of over 370 square metres.
None of these churches were simply copies of Pugin’s previous English or Irish
designs. All were structured and equipped in accordance with his architectural,
ecclesiological and singular liturgical stance, the latter predicated upon his hope that
the late medieval English Sarum Use would one day prevail in the Catholic churches
of England and its colonies.7 All, therefore, had a bellcote or a spire, an antipodean
north porch, a separately expressed chancel, differentiated from the remainder of the
structure by a greater degree of elaboration for reasons of propriety, sedilia, a piscina,
an Easter sepulchre, a rood screen and—even in the smallest—a west door to cater for
processions and for solemn occasions such as the visit of a bishop.
All three small village church designs provided by Pugin were related to building
types that he had produced in England during the preceding five years. The facade of
St John the Baptist’s Hospital Chapel, Alton (1840), was akin to that of the design
which Polding used just once for the Church of St Stephen in Brisbane (1847–50).
The little aisled church of St Andrew, Cambridge (1841–43) and its sister church of St
Charles Borromeo’s, Ryde, built as late as 1857, were both developed from the
medieval church of St Andrew at Long Stanton, Cambridgeshire. Pugin’s St Marie’s,
Southport (1837–40), had its close antipodean counterpart in a design which was used
twice between 1848 and 1849, for St Augustine of Hippo’s, Balmain and St Francis
Xavier’s, Berrima, and whose principal dimensions and composition would provide
the basis for a crude essay, St Gregory’s church, Queanbeyan.
These three designs were for buildings of very much the same size and complexity as
ones already well within the constructional capabilities of contemporary colonial
architects. So why did Polding obtain them from Pugin? The answer again lies in
Polding’s awakening to the taste and impact of the full-blown Gothic Revival, not just
in architectural terms, but in the provision of an appropriate and comprehensive
setting for a re-vivified liturgy, an aspiration very much evident in Polding’s own
plans for his Benedictine monastic community attached to St Mary’s Cathedral. Not
only were these little churches archaeologically correct in every detail, as well as in
their plan form, composition and massing, but they also had a comprehensive set of
liturgical furnishings, treated by Pugin in his 1841 Dublin Review article, ‘On the
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Pugin’s diary for 1842, National Art Library, Victoria and Albert Museum, Pressmark 86 MM 61,
L5163 1969.
7
The Use of Sarum was a late medieval variant, in minor details, of the Roman Rite, the manner of
regulating the public worship of the church that prevailed throughout Western Christendom. It
originated in Salisbury Cathedral and spread throughout southern England as well as Ireland and
Scotland.
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Present State of Ecclesiastical Architecture in England’, as essential in ‘forming a
complete Catholic parish church for the due celebration of the divine office and
administration of the sacraments, both as regards architectural arrangement and
furniture’.8
The Design
The design used for St Francis Xavier’s, Berrima, was—like the abovementioned
other two—a scholarly and completely convincing, yet totally original, evocation of a
small English medieval village church. The Early English vocabulary of its elements
establishes that it accurately reflected construction that would have originally been in
vogue around the middle of the thirteenth century.

View from the north-east (Image: Brian Andrews)
It comprised a four-bay nave with antipodean north porch,9 a relatively deep
separately expressed chancel,10 with a rood screen across the chancel arch,11 and a
sacristy in the south-east angle between the nave and chancel. The design included a
priest’s door in the west end of the chancel north wall.12 There was a west door for
ceremonial usage, such as processions or the visit of a bishop, and the chancel—two
steps above the nave—was fitted with sedilia and a piscina in the south wall and an
8

[A. Welby Pugin], ‘On the Present State of Ecclesiastical Architecture in England’, Dublin Review,
vol. X, May 1841, p. 312.
9
In medieval English churches the porch—the congregational entrance—was normally located on the
south side of the nave, that is, the sheltered, warmer side facing the sun. English designers of
Australian churches, logically applying the same reasons, placed their porches on the north side.
10
Although not as deep as most chancels of English medieval churches of this size, it was substantially
more so than had been the practice generally in Catholic churches since the reforming Council of Trent
(1545–1563).
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No evidence exists to confirm that a rood screen was installed at Berrima, but there was originally
one in Queanbeyan. That Pugin’s small church designs for Polding had screens is also confirmed by the
builder’s account for the erection of St Stephen’s, Brisbane. See Brian Andrews, Creating a Gothic
Paradise: Pugin at the Antipodes, Tasmanian Museum and Art Gallery, Hobart, 2002, p. 176.
12
Priest’s doors were a common feature of English medieval churches and Pugin frequently included
them. The door is to be found in Berrima’s sister church at Balmain, against which a tower and spire
were constructed in 1852. There was also one in Pugin’s St Benedict’s, Broadway (see Andrews, op.
cit., pp. 174–5).
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Easter sepulchre recess in the north wall opposite the sedilia. It was thus liturgically
furnished for the Use of Sarum.

Measured ground plan (Brian Andrews)
Except where explicitly prevented from so doing, Pugin normally designed and
furnished his churches for the Use of Sarum, a logical consequence of his passionately
held belief that the social, moral and spiritual improvement of the English nation—
and, by extension, its colonial possessions—was to be achieved by the resuscitation in
its entirety of English medieval life, including liturgical practice. This was a view
shared by a mere handful of people,13 including Bishop Willson of Hobart Town and
Pugin’s and his mutual friend Dr Daniel Rock, priest, antiquary and liturgical
scholar.14
A significant feature of the Berrima design was the clear intention that the nave east
wall would have a Doom, or Last Judgment, painting over the chancel arch. Many
English medieval examples, covered in whitewash at the time of the Reformation,
have been uncovered over the past century and a half. Pugin observed that:
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A view that did not prevail. Pugin’s Sarum-furnished churches were never used for that liturgy, only
ever for the Tridentine Rite, the version of the Roman Rite approved and promulgated throughout
Catholic Christendom after the Council of Trent. The Roman Rite has no use for sedilia or Easter
sepulchres.
14
As evidenced by the Sarum Use arrangements in St George’s Church, Buckland, Berkshire, built on
the edge of their estate by the Throckmortons to an 1846 design by the Pugin follower Charles Francis
Hansom. Rock was the Throckmorton’s chaplain at the time. He wrote The Church of Our Fathers, 3
vols, 1849–53, a scholarly work on the English Church, including the first description and analysis of
the Use of Sarum. Bishop Willson possessed a copy.
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At the eastern end of the nave, over the great chancel arch, the Doom or
Last Judgement was usually depicted. The reason for placing this awful
and certain event so conspicuously before the people is too obvious to
need any comment. Most of these edifying paintings were defaced, under
Edward the Sixth, as superstitious …15
Pugin’s famous and spectacularly elaborate Church of St Giles’, Cheadle,
Staffordshire, had a Doom painting.
The Berrima nave measured 40 ft (12.2 m) in length by 22 ft (6.7 m) wide.16 These
were comparable dimensions to those of small two-compartment medieval churches
like Tangmere Church, Sussex.17 The two-bay chancel was 20 ft (6.1 m) long by 18 ft
(5.5 m) wide.
Tall slender lancet windows, typical of the Early English period, lit the nave and
chancel. Those in the nave north, west and east walls had simple mouldings,
consisting of just one small step in the splay, whereas the paired lancets in the chancel
north wall as well as the triple lancets in the chancel east wall had more complex
mouldings. The trinity of lancets had a subtle, almost imperceptible, Pugin touch. The
central light was 2 inches (5 cm) wider than the outside lights, contributing to the
overall balance and harmony of the composition.

The chancel east wall (Image: Ian Stapleton)
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[Pugin], ‘Present State’, op. cit., p. 325.
Dimensions are given according to the closest nominal value in Imperial measurement that would
have pertained to the original drawings, based on measured values on the building, as the metric figures
in that respect are of little obvious meaning.
17
See Raphael and J. Arthur Brandon, Parish Churches (2 vols), W. Kent & Co., London, 1858, vol.
II, pp. 31–2.
16
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These more elaborately developed elements in the chancel were so treated by Pugin
for reasons of propriety. In True Principles Pugin had defined propriety as an
essential attribute of a building, whereby ‘the external and internal appearance of an
edifice should be illustrative of, and in accordance with, the purpose for which it is
destined’.18 For churches this meant that the chancel should be the most highly
elaborated part of the building because it was, in Pugin’s view, the most solemn and
sacred part of the edifice.
The nave west gable was surmounted by an elegant bellcote, a structure that by its
size and position was the key element in completing the impressive balance and
harmony of the building’s simple external composition. In his 1841 Dublin Review
article Pugin had described how: ‘In very small churches, of exceedingly simple
design, we occasionally find belfreys [sic], in the form of perforated gables, or
turreted projections, carved up at the end walls, and surmounted by stone crosses.’19
These took the place of the bell towers that were a part of larger churches. Pugin
generally placed them on the nave west gable,20 although in a handful of his designs
they were on the nave east gable.21

The nave roof (Image: Ian Stapleton)
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Pugin, The True Principles of Pointed or Christian Architecture, John Weale, London, 1841, p. 50.
[Pugin], ‘Present State’, op. cit., p. 319.
20
At least sixteen of Pugin’s designs had a nave west gable bellcote, including: St James’, Reading; St
Marie’s on the Sands, Southport; St John’s Hospital Chapel, Alton; Our Lady & St Wilfrid’s, Warwick
Bridge; St Francis Xavier’s, Berrima; St Stephen’s, Brisbane; St Paul’s, Oatlands; St Lawrence’s,
Tubney; St Augustine’s, Solihull; the Assumption, Bree; Our Blessed Lady & St Thomas of
Canterbury’s, Dudley; St Andrew’s, Cambridge; St Winefride’s, Shepshed; St Charles Borromeo’s,
Ryde; St Alphonsus’, Barntown; St Peter’s College Chapel, Wexford.
21
St Anne’s, Keighley; Jesus Chapel, Ackworth Grange, Pontefract; St Austin’s, Kenilworth; St
Patrick’s, Colebrook.
19
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The nave roof was supported by arch-braced collar tie and king post trusses, their wall
posts resting on moulded corbels.22 This truss type was not infrequently used by Pugin
in his designs for churches both large and small, including: St Paul’s, Oatlands; St
Patrick’s, Colebrook; St Mary’s on the Sands, Southport; St George’s Cathedral,
Southwark; and St Barnabas’ Cathedral, Nottingham. They were used for nave and—
occasionally—chancel roofs.
The sedilia, or clergy seats, were simple in form, with moulded trefoil heads. This was
Pugin’s norm for such furnishings in his Early English church designs, as evidenced
by the sedilia in St Mary’s Uttoxeter, Our Lady & St Wilfrid’s, Warwick Bridge, and
the Lady Chapel in St Barnabas’ Cathedral, Nottingham. This form, with its delicately
moulded arches, was typical of the first half of the thirteenth century,23 as, for
example, in Coulsden Church, Surrey.

The sedilia (Image: Ian Stapleton)
Medieval English sedilia were either stepped or level (as in the case of Berrima), the
priest always occupying the easternmost seat with the deacon and sub-deacon to his
west, according to the Use of Sarum. In the Roman Rite the priest occupied the
central seat, requiring sedilia to be level so that the priest would not be seated lower
than the deacon. Pugin designed sedilia of both types, however, in his Australian
church designs the sedilia were always level, their ambiguity making them suitable
for either the Roman Rite or the Use of Sarum. The piscina, to the east of the sedilia,
had the same trefoil-headed arch, and the underside of the bowl would have doubtless
been intended for foliated carved ornament.24
Berrima’s Easter sepulchre, in the chancel north wall opposite the sedilia, was in the
form of a rectangular recess. This implies that Pugin was making provision for a
portable sepulchre of wood being placed in the recess during the Sarum Use Easter
22

As constructed the corbels were left for later carving. This has never happened.
Francis Bond, The Chancel of English Churches, Humphrey Milford, London, 1916, p. 185.
24
Which it did not receive, in common with the dripstone terminations to doors and windows and the
nave truss corbels.
23
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rites. Such sepulchres were by far the most common type in medieval English
churches.25 Rarer were special structures of masonry, like the splendid and well
known Flowing Decorated examples in Hawton Church, Nottinghamshire, and
Heckington Church, Lincolnshire, or chest tombs, sometimes canopied, such as that in
Porlock Church, Somerset. Generally, Pugin’s Easter sepulchres were of the latter two
types, exemplified by the stunning polychromed and gilded stonework in St Giles’,
Cheadle, and the tomb type in St John’s Hospital Chapel, Alton.
There were holy water stoups in the porch west and east walls. Being situated in the
porch and thus outside the church proper they also conformed to Pugin’s 1841 Dublin
Review exposition. In this respect he had stated:
Holy water stoups were generally hollowed out of the porch walls, and
frequently built in niches on either side of the external arch, as at Bury St.
Edmund’s; all stoups for hallowed water should be placed outside [Pugin’s
emphasis] the building.26
The accompanying table demonstrates the conformity of the Berrima design with
Pugin’s published views on what constitutes ‘a complete Catholic parish church for
the due celebration of the divine office and administration of the sacraments, both as
regards architectural arrangement and furniture’.27
Element
Bellcote as alternative to steeple
West door as ceremonial entrance
South porch as congregational entrance
Holy water stoup(s) in porch wall, not
inside nave
Doom painting on nave east wall
Rood screen, without a loft, across
chancel arch
Separately expressed chancel
Sedilia in chancel south wall
Sacrarium, or piscina, in chancel south
wall east end
Easter sepulchre in chancel north wall
Sacristy against chancel south wall
Chancel at least one step above nave
Altar three steps above chancel floor

Conforms
Yes
Yes
Yes, but see
note
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Notes
On nave west gable
On antipodean north side
In west and east walls
By analogy with St
Gregory’s, Queanbeyan,
but not constructed
Two steps
Two steps remain in the
chancel, and the altar would
have had a footpace

25

Bond, op. cit., pp. 232–3.
[Pugin], ‘Present State’, op. cit., p. 320.
27
ibid., pp. 312–42.
26
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Construction
The historic village of Berrima in the Southern Highlands of New South Wales was
surveyed as early as 1830 with a view to the establishment of a settlement that would
become the administrative, commercial and manufacturing centre of the County,
“where the wool of Argyle and Camden might be made into cloth and the hide into
leather”.28 Convicts in leg irons carried out much of the work involved in setting up
the village, including the building of the road and the bridge over the Wingecarribee
River. These road gangs were housed in temporary wooden stockades near the
southern edge of the village for this purpose.
In 1840, Dean James Alipius Goold, the priest in charge of the Cambelltown
mission—and future first Catholic Bishop of Melbourne—looking for a place in
Berrima where he might say Mass, was given two of the huts formerly used to house
the chain gangs.29 Converted into a chapel, these huts served the Catholics of the
Berrima district for several years, but a successor of Goold, Dean John Grant,
determined to erect something more substantial. To that end, in 1846, he took the
opportunity of a stopover at Berrima by Archbishop Polding, who was on his way
back to Sydney from Queanbeyan, to suggest a site for a permanent church. Polding
agreed, supplying plans for a small village church by Pugin, and within a few months
Grant had already collected £300 towards its erection.30
Dean Grant’s successor, Fr. William McGinty had Polding down to Berrima to bless
and lay the foundation stone of the new Church of St Scholastica in mid 1847,31 but
work on its erection did not commence for another two years, with William Munro as
builder.32 The choice of the name St Scholastica, St Benedict’s sister, was
undoubtedly that of Polding, a Benedictine monk. By the late nineteenth-century it
had been changed to St Francis Xavier, the title it retains.33
Munro was a very competent builder, and this is reflected in the quality of
workmanship in the church. St Francis Xavier’s was built of ashlar sandstone laid in
12 in. (30 cm) courses. The nave and north porch interiors were likewise finished in
ashlar, the only instance of a Pugin church, apart from his own Church of St
Augustine, Ramsgate, being so treated. His interiors were normally plastered, as
indeed are the sacristy and chancel walls at Berrima. Pugin would have designed the
latter as such, intending them to carry a program of painted and stencilled decoration
as is still in evidence in the most comprehensively realised example of his small
village church genre, Our Lady and St. Wilfrid’s, Warwick Bridge, Cumbria. This
building gives one a tantalising glimpse of Berrima carried to its Puginian conclusion.
The closely fitted ashlar work in the nave east wall only extended upwards to level
with the top of the north and south walls. Above this the wall surface was flat, but the
faces and edges of the stones were not worked with the same precision as elsewhere,
and the mortar joints were, accordingly, wider and rougher. This is a clear indication
28

Quoted in Berrima, New South Wales, Scancolour (Australia), Melbourne, 1984, n.p.
T.J. Linane and F.A. Mecham (eds), The Men of ‘38 and Other Pioneer Priests, by ‘John O’Brien’,
Lowden Publishing Co., Kilmore, 1975, p 134.
30
loc. cit.
31
Linane & Mecham, op. cit., p 135.
32
Kerr, op. cit., pp. 243–4.
33
Linda Emery, ‘Historic Churches in the Southern Highlands: St Francis Xavier, Berrima’, Highlife,
vol. 5, no. 2, December 2000/January 2001, p. 138.
29
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that the upper gabled part of the wall was intended to be covered up by a Doom
painting.
The church was opened in 1851.

St Francis Xavier’s c.1905 (Image: courtesy Berrima District Historical Society)
Furnishings
With the principal exceptions of the forward altar and the baptismal font most of the
furnishings are ‘cast-offs’ from neighbouring churches and were placed in St Francis
Xavier’s following its re-opening in 1984 after having been closed for some eleven
years.34 They add no grace to Pugin’s fine interior (see overleaf).
The forward altar is of interest, being the original one minus its reredos, and it seems
at least probable that Munro copied it from one shown on the Pugin drawings. Given
the typical sketchy nature of Pugin’s architectural designs there would not have been
much detail to guide Munro. He seems to have fabricated the upper and lower
mouldings from standard domestic materials like skirting boards, but the composition
of the altar’s front—tripartite, with sunk quatrefoils enclosing decoration, in this case
uncarved shields—is one that Pugin used quite widely. It is to be found inter alia on
his high altars at St Mary’s, Brewood; Sacred Heart, St Ives (the church an
enlargement of St Andrew’s, formerly in Cambridge); St Augustine’s, Solihull; and St
Mary’s, Uttoxeter.

34

The main and side altars came from the old St Thomas Aquinas’ Church, Bowral, after it was closed
in the mid 1980s and replaced by a contemporary structure. Other items including some of the pews
came from the Catholic church at Sutton Forest.
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The interior looking east (Image: Ray Ryan)
Conclusion
As the only unaltered Pugin building in Australia, St Francis Xavier’s, Berrima, is of
national significance. With its English sister churches of St Laurence’s, Tubney, and
Our Lady and St Wilfrid’s, Warwick Bridge, it shares the distinction of being one of
three intact surviving examples of Pugin’s most common building type, namely, the
small two-compartment village church.

________________________________
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